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Understanding Plagiarism Linguistic Patterns,
Textual Features, and Detection Methods
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Abstract—Plagiarism can be of many different natures, ranging from copying texts to adopting ideas, without giving credit
to its originator. This paper presents a new taxonomy of plagiarism that highlights differences between literal plagiarism and
intelligent plagiarism, from the plagiarist’s behavioral point of
view. The taxonomy supports deep understanding of different linguistic patterns in committing plagiarism, for example, changing
texts into semantically equivalent but with different words and
organization, shortening texts with concept generalization and
specification, and adopting ideas and important contributions of
others. Different textual features that characterize different plagiarism types are discussed. Systematic frameworks and methods of monolingual, extrinsic, intrinsic, and cross-lingual plagiarism detection are surveyed and correlated with plagiarism types,
which are listed in the taxonomy. We conduct extensive study
of state-of-the-art techniques for plagiarism detection, including
character n-gram-based (CNG), vector-based (VEC), syntax-based
(SYN), semantic-based (SEM), fuzzy-based (FUZZY), structuralbased (STRUC), stylometric-based (STYLE), and cross-lingual
techniques (CROSS). Our study corroborates that existing systems
for plagiarism detection focus on copying text but fail to detect intelligent plagiarism when ideas are presented in different words.
Index Terms—Linguistic patterns, plagiarism, plagiarism detection, taxonomy, textual features.

I. INTRODUCTION
he problem of plagiarism has recently increased because
of the digital era of resources available on the World Wide
Web. Plagiarism detection in natural languages by statistical or
computerized methods has started since the 1990s, which is pioneered by the studies of copy detection mechanisms in digital
documents [42], [43]. Earlier than plagiarism detection in natural languages, code clones and software misuse detection has
started since the 1970s by the studies to detect programming
code plagiarism in Pascal and C [28], [44]–[47]. Algorithms
of plagiarism detection in natural languages and programming
languages have noticeable differences. The first one tackles dif-
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ferent textual features and diverse methods of detection, while
the latter mainly focuses on keeping track of metrics, such as
number of lines, variables, statements, subprograms, calls to
subprograms, and other parameters. During the last decade, research on automated plagiarism detection in natural languages
has actively evolved, which takes the advantage of recent developments in related fields like information retrieval (IR), crosslanguage information retrieval (CLIR), natural language processing, computational linguistics, artificial intelligence, and
soft computing. In this paper, a survey of recent advances in
the area of automated plagiarism detection in text documents is
presented, which started roughly in 2005, unless it is noteworthy
to state a research prior than that. Earlier study was excellently
reviewed by [48] and [52]–[55].
This paper brings patterns of plagiarism together with textual
features for characterization of each pattern and computerized
methods for detection. The contributions of this paper can be
summarized as follows: First, different kinds of plagiarism are
organized into a taxonomy that is derived from a qualitative
study and recent literatures about the plagiarism concept. The
taxonomy is supported by various plagiarism patterns (i.e., examples) from available corpora for plagiarism [60]. Second,
different textual features are illustrated to represent text documents for the purpose of plagiarism detection. Third, methods
of candidate retrieval and plagiarism detection are surveyed,
and correlated with plagiarism types, which are listed in the
taxonomy.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents the taxonomy of plagiarism and linguistic patterns.
Section III explores the concept of plagiarism detection system
in various ways: black-box versus white-box designs, extrinsic
versus intrinsic tasks, and monolingual versus cross-lingual systems. Section IV demonstrates various textual features to quantify documents as a proviso in plagiarism detection. Section
V discusses the analogous research between extrinsic plagiarism detection and IR, and between cross-language plagiarism
detection and CLIR, and illustrates plagiarism detection methods, including character n-gram-based (CNG), vector-based
(VEC), syntax-based (SYN), semantic-based (SEM), fuzzybased (FUZZY), structural-based (STRUC), stylometric-based
(STYLE), and cross-lingual techniques (CROSS). Section VI
maps between methods and types of plagiarism in our taxonomy, and Section VII draws a conclusion for this paper.
II. PLAGIARISM TAXONOMY AND PATTERNS
There are no two humans, no matter what languages they use
and how similar thoughts they have, write exactly the same text.
Thus, written text, which is stemmed from different authors,
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Fig. 1.
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Plagiarism types with some related detection principles [20].

should be different, to some extent, except for cited portions.
If proper referencing is abandoned, problems of plagiarism and
intellectual property arise. The existence of academic dishonesty problems has led most, if not all, academic institutions and
publishers to set regulations against the offence. Borrowed content of any form require directly or indirectly quoting, in-text
referencing, and citing the original author in the list of references [62].
A number of research works have addressed plagiarism in
academia [62]–[65] and illustrated different types of plagiarism
and available software for plagiarism detection. For example,
a recent book [21], [63] provides an extensive linguistic analysis of plagiarism in academic writing. However, little research
has related linguistic patterns of plagiarism with computerized
textual features and automated techniques for extracting and
detecting such types. Eissen et al. [33] discussed some plagiarism types with related detection principles, as shown in Fig. 1.
This study extends the taxonomy in [33] and relates different
types of plagiarism with recent advances of detection methods.
To this aim, we conducted a qualitative study at the University
of Technology Malasysia. The objectives of the study were to
embrace this study with academician’s experience, who faces
plagiarism, to pursue in-depth information around the offence,
and to get the story of current plagiarism practices committed
by students. The data were collected via several interviews with
several faculty members with 10–20-year teaching expertise
at the university. The questions focused on different plagiarism practices by the students. The main output of the qualitative study is a new taxonomy of plagiarism that comprehensively relates different types, as shown in Fig. 2. The taxonomy
divides plagiarism into two typical types: literal plagiarism
and intelligent plagiarism, based on the plagiarist’s behavior
(i.e., student’s or researcher’s way of committing plagiarism).
A. Literal Plagiarism
Literal plagiarism is a common and major practice wherein
plagiarists do not spend much time in hiding the academic crime
they committed. For example, they simply copy and paste the
text from the Internet. Aside from few alterations in the original
text (marked as underlined), Fig. 3 shows a pattern of text taken
entirely word-for-word from the source without direct quotation.

Fig. 2.

Taxonomy of plagiarism.

Fig. 3. Pattern of literal plagiarism extracted from the corpus of plagiarized
short answers [61].

In the academic law [62], such practice requires direct quotation
around the borrowed content, in-text referencing, and citing the
original author in the list of references.
B. Intelligent Plagiarism
Intelligent plagiarism is a serious academic dishonesty
wherein plagiarists try to deceive readers by changing the contributions of others to appear as their own. Intelligent plagiarists
try to hide, obfuscate, and change the original work in various
intelligent ways, including text manipulation, translation, and
idea adoption.
1) Text Manipulation: Plagiarism can be obfuscated by manipulating the text and changing most of its appearance. Fig. 4
exemplifies lexical and syntactical paraphrasing, where underlined words are replaced with synonyms/antonyms, and short
phrases are inserted to change the appearance, but not the
idea, of the text. Paraphrasing while retaining the semantic
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Fig. 4. Pattern of intelligent plagiarism (paraphrasing) extracted from the
corpus of plagiarized short answers [61].
Fig. 6.

Back-translated plagiarism [71].

“What is worse are cases where scientists rewrite previous findings
in different words, purposely hiding the sources of their ideas” [73].

Fig. 5. Pattern of intelligent plagiarism (summarization) extracted from the
corpus of plagiarized short answers [61].

meaning requires citations around the borrowed ideas and citing
the original author [62], [65].
Besides paraphrasing, summarizing the text in a shorter
form using sentence reduction, combination, restructuring, paraphrasing, concept generalization, and concept specification is
another form of plagiarism unless it is cited properly. Fig. 5
shows that some sentences are combined and restructured, some
phrases are syntactically changed, sentences are reduced by
eliminating underlined text in the original text, and synonyms
of some words are used in the summary. Although much of
the text is changed and fewer phrases are left in the summary,
citation and attribution are still required [62].
2) Translation: Obfuscation can also be done by translating
the text from one language to another without proper referencing
to the original source. Translated plagiarism includes automatic
translation (e.g., Google translator) and manual translation (e.g.,
by people who speak both languages).
Back translated plagiarism [71] is another (easier) form of
paraphrasing by automatically translating a text from one language to another and retranslate it back to the first one. Fig 6
shows an example of text translated from English to French
and back from French to English. It is obvious that the retranslated text may have poor English, but plagiarists could use spell
checkers and other text manipulations to obfuscate plagiarism.
3) Idea Adoption: Idea adoption is the most serious plagiarism that refers to the use of other’s ideas, such as results, contributions, findings, and conclusions, without citing the original
source of ideas [62]. It is a major offence to steal ideas of others,
which is a real academic problem that needs to be investigated.

Borrowing a few words, but no original ideas, to improve the
quality of the English, especially by nonnatives, should not be
considered plagiarism [74]. The qualitative study showed that
university professors can suspect or detect different types of
idea plagiarism using their own expertise. However, computerized solutions for the purpose of detecting idea plagiarism are
highly needed, since it is crucial to judge the quality of different
academic work, including theses, dissertations, journal papers,
conference proceedings, essays, and assignments. Idea plagiarism can be classified into three types yet with fuzzy boundaries: semantic-based meaning, section-based importance, and
context-based plagiarism.
A narrow view of idea plagiarism can be seen via the
semantic-based meaning of two texts, e.g., two paragraphs,
whereby the same idea is expressed in different words. The
semantic-based idea plagiarism can be committed by paraphrasing, summarizing and translating the text.
A deterministic view of idea plagiarism can be seen via the
importance of different sections/segments in the documents,
i.e., idea plagiarism via section-based importance includes plagiarizing substantial segments of a scientific work, such as results, discussions, and findings contributions of the others. Fig. 7
shows an example of literal plagiarism versus idea plagiarism.
The example shows that sections, such as the introduction, are
of marginal importance and most likely to contain literal but not
idea plagiarism, as stated:
“Copying a few sentences that contain no original idea (e.g., in the
introduction) is of marginal importance compared to stealing the
ideas of others” [74].

This view of idea plagiarism via section-based importance in
scientific articles is supported by many academic institutions:
“Ethical writing demands that ideas, data, and conclusions that are
borrowed from others and used as the foundation of one’s own
contributions to the literature, must be properly acknowledged” [62].

A holistic view of idea plagiarism can be seen via the contextbased adaptation, where the author’s structure of different ideas
(e.g., sections, subsections, and logical sequence of ideas), but
not necessarily the exact content, is plagiarized from the source.
Even if the author rewrites and paraphrases much of the text
but maintains the logical sequence of ideas, this practice is
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Fig. 7. Literal versus idea plagiarism in a scientific paper. (a) Original paper (Alzahrani and Salim, 2009). (b) Simulated plagiarism based on the importance of
different sections/segments in the article.

Fig. 8. Pattern of idea plagiarism in a scientific article. (a) Original paper (Alzahrani and Salim, 2009). (b) Simulated plagiarism via the adoption of a sequence
of key ideas in the choice of the methodology.
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in searching large text collection and retrieving possible sources
for plagiarism, whereas the second one simulates the human’s
ability to catch plagiarism via writing style variations.
B. Extrinsic Plagiarism Detection

Fig. 9. Black-box design for plagiarism detection system. Items in the brackets
are based on the plagiarism detection task.

considered idea plagiarism in some research fields [62]. Fig. 8
shows that the choice of the methodology suggested to solve a
particular problem and the basic structure of key ideas are taken,
without recognition, from the source. Others’ ideas are considered their intellectual property and should not be plagiarized.
Rather each author should develop his/her own ideas and give
recognition to previous ideas.
III. PLAGIARISM DETECTION SYSTEMS FRAMEWORK
Plagiarism detection is the process of featuring the document, analyzing its content, unveiling portions that might be
plagiarized, and bringing similar source documents, if they are
available. Although humans have the ability to suspect plagiarism by memorizing similar work or by monitoring the writing
style, “it requires much effort to be aware of all potential sources
on a given topic and to provide strong evidence against an offender” [31]. The need of computerized systems for plagiarism
detection is feasible due to human inability to process large documents and to retrieve all suspected parts and original sources.
Among the ways of plagiarism prevention is the use of
plagiarism detectors; Turnitin is a very popular one. Academic institutions, publishers, and conference management
systems have started to use detectors. Examples include, but
not limited to, WCopyFind that is used by the University of Virginia, CrossCheck that is invested by Elsevier, Springer, Massachusetts Institute of Technology press, and other renowned
publishers, Docoloc that is integrated with EDAS conference
management system. Nowadays, many antiplagiarism tools
have been built and can be found on the Internet. Most of them,
however, tackle some kinds of textual plagiarism with superficial modifications. Fig. 9 shows the black-box framework for
a plagiarism detection system. It has one core input that is expressed as a query/suspicious document dq , and another optional
input, which is the reference collection D, such as the Web. The
output is the suspicious fragments/ sections (e.g., paragraphs,
statements, etc.), if found with sources of plagiarism, if available. The following sections review many aspects inside the
black-box including tasks, languages, methods, and evaluation.
A. Plagiarism Detection Tasks
Plagiarism detection is divided into two formal tasks: extrinsic and intrinsic [25]. Extrinsic plagiarism detection evaluates
plagiarism in accordance to one or more source documents.
Intrinsic plagiarism detection, on the other hand, evaluates instances of plagiarism by looking into the suspicious/query document in isolation. The first one utilizes the computer’s capability

Extrinsic plagiarism detection is a method of comparing a suspicious document against a set of source collection whereby several text features are used to suspect plagiarism [25]. Much research has been undertaken
to tackle this task [1]–[6], [10], [12], [16]–[19], [21],
[26], [29], [61], [77]–[102]. Fig. 10(a) shows the white-box
design for extrinsic plagiarism detection. The operational framework can be summarized as follows [24], [25]. The inputs are
a query document dq and a reference collection D that may
contain the sources of plagiarism. Three main operations are
needed (shown in rounded rectangles). First, a small list of
candidate documents Dx , which are likely to be sources of
plagiarism, are retrieved from D under some retrieval model,
as will be discussed in Section V-A. Second, a pairwise
feature-based exhaustive analysis is performed to compare dq
with its candidates by using some comparison unit, such as
k-grams or sentences, as will be explored in Section V-B.
Third, a knowledge-based postprocessing step is performed
to merge small detected units into passages or sections and
to present the result to a human, who may decide whether
or not a plagiarism offense is given. Thus, the final output is
pairs of fragments/sections (sq , sx ), where sq ∈ dq , sx ∈ dx ,
and dx ∈ Dx , such that sq is pattern of plagiarism from sx . Note
that sq is one of the plagiarism types that is mentioned in the
taxonomy, except translated plagiarism.
C. Intrinsic Plagiarism Detection
Intrinsic plagiarism detection, authorship verification, and authorship attribution are three similar tasks yet with different end
goals. In all of them, writing style is quantified and/or feature
complexity is analyzed. The different end goals of these tasks
are 1) to suspect plagiarism in the intrinsic plagiarism detection; 2) to verify whether the text stems from a specific author
or not in the authorship verification; and 3) to attribute the text
to authors in the authorship attribution.
“Intrinsic plagiarism aims at identifying potential plagiarism by analyzing a document with respect to undeclared changes in writing
style. Authorship verification aims at determining whether or not a
text with doubtful authorship is from an author A, given some writing examples of A, while authorship attribution aims at attributing
a document d of unknown authorship, given a set D of candidate
authors with writing examples” [23].

That is, intrinsic plagiarism detection can be viewed as the
generalization of authorship verification and attribution because
intrinsic plagiarism detection analyses the query document in
isolation, while authorship analysis problems analyze a document with respect to a set of writing examples of a specific
author in authorship verification or a set of candidate authors
writing examples in authorship attribution. Many research works
have been conducted to tackle the task of intrinsic plagiarism
detection [23], [33], [34], [66], [103]–[107]. Fig. 10(b) shows
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Fig. 10. Framework for different plagiarism detection systems. (a) White-box design for extrinsic plagiarism detection system [24], [25]. (b) White-box design
for intrinsic plagiarism detection system. (c) White-box design for cross-lingual plagiarism detection system, inspired by [31].

the white-box design for intrinsic plagiarism detection. The operational framework can be summarized as follows [25]. The
input is only a query document dq (i.e., no reference collection
D). Three main steps are needed (shown in rounded rectangles).
First, a dq is segmented into smaller parts, such as sections,
paragraphs, or sentences. Text segmentation can be done on
word level as well. Second, stylometric features, as will be
explained in Section IV-B, are extracted from different segments. Third, stylometric-based measurements and quantification functions are employed to analyze the variance of different
style features. Stylometry methods will be discussed later in
Section V-B7. Parts with style which are inconsistent with the
remaining document style are marked as possibly plagiarized
and presented to humans for further investigation, i.e., the final output is fragments/sections sq : sq ∈ dq such that sq has
quantified writing style features different from other sections s
in dq .
D. Plagiarism Detection Languages
Plagiarism detection can be classified into monolingual and
cross-lingual based on language homogeneity or heterogeneity
of the textual documents being compared.

1) Monolingual Plagiarism Detection: Monolingual plagiarism detection deals with the automatic identification and extraction of plagiarism in a homogeneous language setting, e.g.,
English–English plagiarism. Most of the plagiarism detection
systems have been developed for monolingual detection, which
is divided into two former tasks, extrinsic and intrinsic, as discussed earlier.
2) Cross-Lingual Plagiarism Detection: Cross-language (or
multilingual) plagiarism detection deals with the automatic
identification and extraction of plagiarism in a multilingual
setting, e.g., English–Arabic plagiarism. Research on crosslingual plagiarism detection has attracted attention in recent
few years [20], [27], [31], [36], [38], [108], thus focusing on
text similarity computation across languages. Fig. 10(c) shows
the white-box design for cross-lingual plagiarism detection. The
operational framework can be summarized as follows [31]. The
inputs are a query/suspicious document dq in a language Lq ,
and a corpus collection D, such as the World Wide Web, which
is expressed in multiple languages L1 , L2 , . . . , Ln . Three steps
are crucial (shown in rounded rectangles). First, a list of most
promising documents Dx , where Dx ∈ D is retrieved based
on some CLIR model. Otherwise, Dx can be retrieved based on
some IR model, if dq is translated by using a machine translation
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TABLE I
TYPES OF TEXT FEATURES WITH COMPUTATIONAL TOOLS REQUIRED FOR
THEIR IMPLEMENTATION

approach. Second, a pairwise feature-based detailed analysis is
performed to find all suspicious parts sq from dq in language Lq
that are similar to parts sx from dx , dx ∈ Dx in language Lx ,
where Lq = Lx . Finally, postprocessing operations are used to
obtain the results in a human-readable format. Cross-language
plagiarism detection task, therefore, contrasts extrinsic plagiarism detection task by bringing candidate set of documents Dx
of different languages to be compared with the suspicious document dq .
IV. TEXTUAL FEATURES
There are several textual features to quantify and characterize documents before applying a plagiarism detection method.
This section discusses textual features needed in different frameworks: extrinsic, intrinsic, and cross-lingual.
A. Textual Features for Extrinsic Plagiarism Detection
Textual features to represent documents in extrinsic plagiarism detection include: lexical features, such as character n-gram
and word n-gram; syntactic features, such as chunks, sentences,
phrases, and POS, semantic features, such as synonyms and
antonyms; and structural features that takes contextual information into account. Table I summarizes each types together with
computational tools and resources required for their implementation. A detailed description of textual features for extrinsic
plagiarism detection is given in the following.
1) Lexical Features: Lexical features operate at the character or word level. Character-based n-gram (CNG) re-
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presentation is the simplest form whereby a document d is represented as a sequence of characters d = {(c1 , d), (c2 , d), . . . ,
(cn , d)}, where (ci , d) refers to the ith character in d, and n = d
is the length of d (in characters). On the other hand, word-based
n-gram (WNG) represents d as a collection of words d = {(w1 ,
d), (w2 , d), . . . , (wn , d)}, where (wi , d) refers to the ith word in
d, and n = d is the length of d (in words) with ignoring sentence
and structural bounds. Simple WNGs may be constructed by using bigrams (word-2-grams), trigrams (word-3-grams) or larger.
CNG and WNG are commonly called fingerprints or shingles in
text retrieval and plagiarism detection research. The process of
generating fingerprints (or shingles) is called fingerprinting (or
shingling). A document fingerprint can, therefore, identify the
document uniquely as well as a human fingerprint does.
2) Syntactic Features: Syntactical features are manifested
in part of speech (POS) of phrases and words in different
statements. Basic POS tags include verbs, nouns, pronouns, adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, and interjections.
POS tagging is the task of marking up the words in a text or
more precisely in a statement as corresponding to a particular
POS tag.
Sentence-based representation works by splitting the text into
statements with the use of end-of-sentences delimiters, such as
full stops, exclamation, and question marks. After splitting the
text into sentences, POS and phrase structures can be constructed
by using POS taggers. On the other hand, chunks is another
feature that is generated by so-called windowing or sliding windows to characterize bigger text than phrases or sentences. POS
could be further used in windowing to generate more expressive
POS chunks. Word order, in a sentence or a chunk, could further be combined as a feature, and used as a comparison scheme
between sentences.
3) Semantic Features: Semantic features quantify the use of
word classes, synonyms, antonyms, hypernyms, and hyponyms.
The use of thesaurus dictionaries and lexical databases, WordNet, for instance, would significantly provide more insights into
the semantic meaning of the text. Together with POS tagging,
semantic dependencies can be featured, and that would be very
helpful in plagiarism detection.
4) Structural Features: Most plagiarism detection algorithms employ flat document features, such as lexical, syntactic,
and semantic features. Very few algorithms have been developed to handle structural or tree features. Structural features
reflect text organization and capture more document semantics.
Documents can be described as a collection of paragraphs or
passages, which can be considered as topical blocks. In many
cases, paragraphs that are topically related or discuss the same
subject can be grouped into sections, i.e., structural features
might characterize documents as headers, sections, subsections,
paragraphs, sentences, etc. This type of features can be used
in structured documents, such as HTML webpages and XML
files, and semistructured documents, such as books, theses, and
academic journal papers. Note that structural features are most
likely to be stored as XML trees for easier processing.
Structural features can be divided into block-specific and
content-specific. In a recent study [29], block-specific treestructured features were used to describe a collection of web
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documents as blocks, namely, document-page-paragraph. Webpage documents were divided into paragraphs by an HTML
parser taking the advantage of different HTML tags, such as
<p>,<hr>, and <br> to segment each webpage. Then, paragraphs were grouped into pages, whereby a new paragraph is
added to each page until a maximum threshold of word count is
reached; otherwise, a new page is created. Because paragraphs
are more likely to have topically related sentences than pages, a
recent study [21] encoded documents features in a hierarchical
multilevel representation document-paragraph-sentence.
The existing structural implementations would be further improved, if the document features are encoded as content-specific
tree-structured features by using semantically related blocks,
such as document-section-paragraph or class-concept-chunk.
The use of content-specific tree-structured features in combination with some flat features can be very useful in capturing the document’s semantics and getting the gist of its sections/concepts. The rationale of using content-specific is to segment the document into different ideas (i.e., semantic blocks) to
allow for the detection of idea plagiarism, in particular. Besides,
we can drill down or roll up through the structural representation to detect more or less plagiarism types patterns, which are
mentioned in our taxonomy of Fig. 2.
B. Textual Features for Intrinsic Plagiarism Detection
Stylometric features are based on the fact that each author develops an individual writing style. For example, authors employ,
consciously or subconsciously, patterns to construct sentences,
and use an individual vocabulary [33]. The stylometric features
quantify various style aspects [22], [23], including 1) text statistics via various lexical features, which operate at the character
or word level; 2) syntactic features, which work at the sentence
level, quantify the use of word classes, and/or parse sentences
into part of speech; 3) semantic features, which quantify the use
of synonyms, functional words, and/or semantic dependencies;
and 4) application-specific features, which reflect text organization, content-specific keywords, and/or other language-specific
features. Table II summarizes the stylometric features together
with computational tools and resources required for their implementation.
C. Textual Features for Cross-Lingual Plagiarism Detection
Features that are based on lexical and syntactic types are
improper in a cross-lingual setting, i.e., for cross-lingual text
relatedness and plagiarism detection, syntactic features are usually combined with semantic or statistical features. Other features may be language-specific or content-specific keywords.
Table III summarizes textual features for cross-language plagiarism detection together with computational tools and resources
required for their implementation.
V. PLAGIARISM DETECTION METHODS
Different research works have described the methodology
of plagiarism detection as stages (see Fig. 10). We will focus

TABLE II
TYPES OF STYLOMETRIC FEATURES WITH COMPUTATIONAL TOOLS REQUIRED
FOR THEIR MEASUREMENT [22], [23]
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TABLE III
TYPES OF CROSS-LANGUAGE TEXT FEATURES WITH COMPUTATIONAL TOOLS
REQUIRED FOR THEIR IMPLEMENTATION

on two main stages. Section V-A is a step toward the stage,
namely, heuristic retrieval of candidate documents. Section V-B
is a step toward the stage, namely, exhaustive analysis of
suspicious-candidate pairs and plagiarism detection.
A. Retrieval Models of Candidate Documents
Apart from intrinsic plagiarism detection, extrinsic plagiarism detection can be viewed as an IR task, and cross-lingual
plagiarism detection can be seen as a CLIR task. Therefore, research on text plagiarism detection is merely analogous to text
retrieval. In text retrieval, a list of documents are retrieved on
the basis of the query, which could be small as few keywords
or large as document size. Similarly, in plagiarism detection, a
corpus collection of source documents D is searched to retrieve
a list of globally similar documents to a query document dq .
With large datasets constructed recently [109], [110] and with
the use of the Web as a corpus, research on plagiarism detection
employs traditional IR models in order to retrieve a relatively
small list of candidate documents to each suspicious document
before applying a locally exhaustive analysis.
1) IR Models: Monolingual IR models have a broad theory
and research [111]–[113]. Since the scope of this paper is beyond
the theory of IR, we focus on the models applied as a prior
step to plagiarism detection. Boolean model [114], the simplest,
associates the query terms with Boolean operators (AND, OR, and
NOT). A source collection, on the other hand, is represented as
binary vectors of terms, and a term is either present, if it occurs
at least once in the document representation, or not present, if
it does not occur at all. In spite of its simplicity, Boolean model
has no direct use in plagiarism detection because the query is
usually of a document size.
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TABLE IV
STRING SIMILARITY METRICS

Fingerprint [115], [116] and hash-based [117], [118] are common heuristic retrieval models, whereby source documents D
and query document dq are divided into small units, which
are called fingerprints (or shingles) of length k. Fingerprinting (or shingling) technique is mentioned earlier (see Section
IV). Hash-based model employs a hash function to transfer fingerprints, such as character or word k-grams, into hash values
(or hash sums), which can be sorted and compared with other
documents. The list of unique fingerprints (or their hashes) of
each document is considered its vector. Vector similarity metrics
(see Table V) can be used to retrieve documents, which share
considerable number of fingerprints. Alzahrani and Salim [30]
used word-3-gram fingerprints and retrieved candidate documents of dq with Jaccard similarity above the threshold (α ≥
0.1), Yerra and Ng [16], and Alzahrani [58] used three leastfrequent character-4-gram and Jaccard similarity. Some research
that has employed has retrieval include the following: using
hashed word-5-gram fingerprints and Jaccard similarity [3] and
using hashed fingerprints, where each fingerprint is 50-character
chunks with 30-character overlap, and retrieval of documents
that share at least one fingerprint with dq [4].
Apart from earlier models, vector space model (VSM) [119]
is also a very popular retrieval model that counts term frequency
and inverse document frequency (IDF-TF) weighting scheme.
The similarity between the weighted vectors of two documents
is performed using one of the vector similarity metrics (see
Table V). Research that has used VSM for candidate retrieval
from large source collections include the following: using word1-gram VSM and Cosine similarity [26], using word-8-gram
VSM and custom distance measure [2], and using character-16gram VSM and Cosine similarity [1].
Because of the lengthy term vectors of VSM, especially with
large data collections, latent semantic indexing (LSI) [120] was
developed for feature reduction while keeping the semantics of
the document. LSI weighting scheme is based on the reduction
of the original VSM (i.e., TF-IDF weighting vectors) by using
singular value decomposition (SVD). LSI has been used to
encode the semantics [121] and to widen the vocabulary by
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TABLE V
VECTOR SIMILARITY METRICS

incorporating thesaurus dictionaries [122]. The LSI model has
been applied for candidate retrieval and plagiarism detection
in [88] and [123].
VSM and LSI only consider the global similarity of documents which may not lead to the detection of plagiarism. In
other words, many documents that are globally similar may
not contain plagiarized paragraphs or sentences. Zhang and
Chow [21], therefore, proposed the incorporation of structural
features (document-paragraph-sentence) into the candidate
retrieval stage. Two retrieval methods were used: histogrambased multilevel matching (MLMH) and signature-based
multilevel matching (MLMS). In MLMH, global similarity at
the document level and local similarity at the paragraph level
are hybridized into a single measure, where each similarity is
obtained by matching word histograms of their representatives
(i.e., document or paragraph). MLMS adds a weight parameter
to the word histograms in order to consider the so-called
the information capacity, or the proportion of words in the
histogram vector against the total words in its representative.
Fuzzy retrieval [124]–[126] has become popular and was
mainly developed to generalize the Boolean model by considering a partial relevance between the query and the data
collection. Fuzzy set theories deal with the representation of
classes whose boundaries are not well defined [127]. Each
element of the class is associated with a membership function
that defines the membership degree of the element in the class.
In [16], fuzzy set IR model was applied to retrieve documents
that share similar, but not necessarily same, statements above a
threshold value. In many fuzzy representation approaches, the
TF-IDF function of the weighted vector model is used as the
fuzzy membership function.
Some models, such as language model [128] that ranks
documents by using statistical methods, and probabilistic
model [129] that assigns relevance scores to terms and uses

probabilistic methods for document ranking, have yet to be
applied for candidate retrieval and plagiarism detection.
2) Clustering Techniques: Clustering is concerned with
grouping together documents that are similar to each other
and dissimilar to documents belonging to other clusters. There
are many algorithms for clustering that use a distance measure between clusters, including flat and hierarchical clustering [130], [131] and may also account the user’s viewpoint
during clusters construction [132]. Self-organizing map (SOM)
is a form of unsupervised neural networks that are introduced
by Kohonen [133] and exhibits interesting features of a data
collection, such as self-organizing and competitive learning.
SOM was used for features projection, document clustering,
and cluster visualization [134], [135]. In [136], WEBSOM investigated the use of SOM in clustering and classifying large
collections on the basis of statistical word histograms, and
was able to reduce high-dimensional features to 2-D maps.
In [137], LSISOM investigated the use of SOM in clustering a document collection by encoding the LSI of document
terms rather than statistical word category histograms in WEBSOM. Clustering techniques are not enough by itself to judge
plagiarism but can be used in the candidate retrieval stage
to group similar documents that discuss the same subject. It
should be followed by another level of plagiarism analysis
and detection methods. In [138], a plagiarism detection system used clustering to find similar documents; then, documents in the same cluster were compared until two similar
paragraphs are found. Paragraphs were compared in detail,
i.e., on a sentence-per-sentence basis to highlight plagiarism.
In [29], a method that uses multilayer SOM (ML-SOM) was
developed for effective candidate retrieval of a set of similar
documents for a suspected document dq and plagiarism detection. In the aforementioned ML-SOM, the top layer performs
document clustering and retrieval, and the bottom layer plays
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TABLE VI
PLAGIARISM DETECTION METHODS AND THEIR EFFICIENCY IN DETECTING DIFFERENT PLAGIARISM TYPES

an important role in detecting similar, potentially plagiarized,
paragraphs.
3) Cross-Lingual Retrieval Models: Fig. 10(c) shows three
alternatives for candidate retrieval in a cross-lingual plagiarism
detection task [31]. The first one is cross-lingual information
retrieval (CLIR) whereby documents that are globally similar to
the suspicious document are retrieved in a multilingual stetting.
Keywords from the query document dq are extracted and then
translated to the language of source collection and then used for
querying the index words of source collection D, as in normal
CLIR models.
Besides CLIR, the second alternative is monolingual IR with
machine translation, where by dq is translated by using a machine translation algorithm then followed by normal IR methods
for retrieval. Third is hash-based search, where the translation
of dq is fingerprinted and then hashed using hashing functions.
A similarity hash function is used for querying and retrieving
the fingerprint hash index of documents in D.
B. Exhaustive Analysis Methods of Plagiarism Detection
Methods to compare, manipulate, and evaluate textual features in order to find plagiarism can be categorized into eight
types: CNG, VEC, SYN, SEM, FUZZY, STRUC, STYLE, and
CROSS. Subsequent sections will describe each category in
detail.
1) Character-Based Methods: The majority of plagiarism
detection algorithms rely on character-based lexical features,
word-based lexical features, and syntax features, such as sentences, to compare the query document dq with each candidate document dx ∈ Dx . Matching strings in this context can
be exact or approximate. Exact string matching between two
strings x and y means that they have exactly same characters
in the same order. For example, the character 8-gram string
x = “aaabbbcc” is exactly the same as “aaabbbcc” but differs
from y = “aaabbbcd.”
Different plagiarism techniques, which feature the text as
character n-gram or word n-gram, use exact string matching. For

instance, Grozea et al. [1] used character 16-gram matching, [2]
word 8-gram matching, and [3] word 5-gram matching.
On the other hand, approximate string matching shows, to
some degree, that two strings x and y are similar/dissimilar. For
instance, the character 9-gram x = “aaabbbccc” and y = “aaabbbccd” are highly similar because all letters match except the last
one. Numerous metrics measure the distance between strings in
different ways. The distance d(x, y) between two strings x and y
is defined as follows:
“The minimal cost of a sequence of operations that transform x into
y and the cost of a sequence of operations is the sum of the costs of
the individual operations” [139].

Possible operations that could transfer one string into another
are [139], [140]
1) Insertion (s, a): inserting letter a into string s;
2) Deletion (a, s): deleting letter a from string s;
3) Substitution or replacement (a, b): substituting letter a
by b;
4) Transposition (ab, ba): swapping adjacent letters a and b.
Examples of string similarity metrics include hamming distance, which allows only substitutions at cost 1, levenshtein
distance, which allows insertions, deletions, and substitutions at
cost 1, and longest common subsequence (LCS) distance, which
allows only insertions and deletions at cost 1. Table IV summarizes the description of each metric and gives examples. The
table also refers to some research that applied these metrics in
plagiarism detection.
Approximate string matching and similarity metrics have
been widely used in plagiarism detection. Scherbinin and Butakov [4] used Levenshtein distance to compare word n-gram
and combine adjacent similar grams into sections. Su et al. [5]
combined Levenshtein distance, and simplified Smith-Waterman
algorithm for the identification and quantification of local similarities in plagiarism detection. Elhadi and Al-Tobi [6] used the
LCS distance combined with other POS syntactical features to
identify similar strings locally and rank documents globally.
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2) Vector-Based Methods: Lexical and syntax features may
be compared as vectors of terms/tokens rather than strings. The
similarity can be computed by using vector similarity coefficients [140], i.e., word n-gram is represented as a vector of n
terms/tokens, sentences and chunks are resented as either term
vectors or character n-grams vectors; then, the similarity can
be evaluated by using matching, Jaccard (or Tanimoto), Dice’s,
overlap (or containment), Cosine, Euclidean, or Manhattan coefficients. Table V describes these vector similarity metrics with
mathematical representation and supporting example.
A number of research works on plagiarism detection have
mainly used Cosine and Jaccard. Murugesan et al. [9] used Cosine similarity on the entire document or on document fragments
to enable the global or partial detection of plagiarism without
sharing the documents’ content. Due to its simplicity, the use of
Cosine with other similarity metrics was efficient for plagiarism
detection in secured systems in which submissions are considered confidential, such as conferences. Zhang and Chow [21]
used exponential Cosine distance as a measure of document dissimilarity that globally converges to 0 for small distances and to
1 for large distances. To encompass statements that are locally
similar to the final decision of plagiarism detection, Jaccard coefficient was used to estimate the overlap between sentences.
Barrón-Cedeño et al. [7] estimated the similarity between ngram terms of different lengths n = {1,2, . . . , 6} by using
Jaccard coefficient. Similarly, Lyon et al. [8] exploited the use
of word trigrams to measure the similarity of short passages in
large document collections.
On the other hand, Barrón-Cedeño and Rosso [10] used the
containment metric to compare chunks from documents, which
was based on word n-gram, n = {2,3}. The resulting vectors
of word n-grams and containment similarity were used to show
the degree of overlapping between two fragments. Daniel and
Mike [11] used the matching coefficient with a threshold to
score similar statements.
3) Syntax-Based Methods: Some research works have used
syntactical features to gauge the text similarity and plagiarism
detection. In recent studies, Elhadi and Al-Tobi [6] and Elhadi
and Al-Tobi [12] used POS tags features followed by other string
similarity metrics in the analysis and calculation of similarity
between texts. This is based on the intuition that similar (exact
copies) documents would have similar (exact) syntactical structure (sequence of POS Tags). The more POS tags are used, the
more reliable features are produced to measure similarity, i.e.,
similar documents and, in particular, those that contain some exact or near-exact parts of other documents would contain similar
syntactical structures.
Elhadi and Al-Tobi [12] proposed an approach that looks
at the use of syntactical POS tags to represent text structure
as a basis for further comparison and analysis. POS tags were
refined and used for document ranking. Similar documents, in
terms of POS features, were carried for further analysis and
for presenting sources of plagiarism. The previous methodology
was also used in [6], but strings were compared by using a refined
and improved LCS algorithm in the matching and ranking phase.
Cebrián et al. [13] used Lempel–Ziv algorithm to compress
the syntax and morphology of two texts based on a normalized

distance measure and compare shared topological information
that is given by the compressor. The method was able to detect
similar texts, even if they have different literals.
In contrast to many existing plagiarism detection systems that
reduce the text into a set of tokens by removing stop words and
stemming, the approach in [6], [12], and [13] reduces the text
into a smaller set of syntactical tags, thus making use of most
of the content.
4) Semantic-Based Methods: A sentence can be treated as
a group of words arranged in a particular order. Two sentences
can be semantically the same but differ in their structure, e.g., by
using the active versus passive voice, or differing in their word
choice. Semantic approaches seem to have had less attention
in plagiarism detection, which could be due to the difficulties
of representing semantics, and the complexities of representative algorithms. Li et al. [14] and Bao et al. [15] used semantic features for similarity analysis and obfuscated plagiarism
detection.
In [14], a method to calculate the semantic similarity between
short passages of sentence length is proposed based on the information extracted from a structured lexical database and corpus
statistics. The similarity of two sentences is derived from word
similarity and order similarity. The word vectors for two pairs of
sentences are obtained by using unique terms in both sentences
and their synonyms from WordNet, besides term weighting in
the corpus. The order similarity defines that different word order
may convey different meaning and should be counted into the
total string similarity.
In [15], a so-called semantic sequence kin (SSK) is proposed
based on the local semantic density, not on the common global
word frequency. SSK first finds out the semantic sequences
based on the concept of semantic density, which represents locally the frequent semantic features, and then all of the semantic
sequences are collected to imply the global features of the document. In spite of its complexity, this method was found to be
ideal in detecting reworded sentences, which greatly improves
the precision of the results.
5) Fuzzy-Based Methods: In fuzzy-based methods, matching fragments of text, such as sentences, become approximate
or vague, and implements a spectrum of similarity values that
range from one (exactly matched) to zero (entirely different).
The concept “fuzzy” in plagiarism detection can be modeled
by considering that each word in a document is associated with
a fuzzy set that contains words with same meaning, and there
is a degree of similarity between words in a document and the
fuzzy set [16]. In a statement-based plagiarism detection, fuzzy
approach was found to be effective [16], [18], [19] because it can
detect similar, yet not necessarily the same, statements based on
the similarity degree between words in the statements and the
fuzzy set. The question is how to construct the fuzzy set and the
degree of similarity between words.
In [16], a term-to-term correlation matrix is constructed,
which consists of words and their corresponding correlation
factors that measure the degrees of similarity (degree of membership between 0 and 1) among different words, such as “automobile” and “car.” Then, the degree of similarity among sentences can be obtained by computing the correlation factors
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between any pair of words from two different sentences in their
respective documents. The term-to-term correlation factor Fi,j
defines a fuzzy similarity between two words wi and wj as
follows:
ni,j
Fi,j =
ni + nj − ni,j
where ni,j is the number of documents in a collection with both
words wi and wj , and ni (nj , respectively) is the number of
documents with wi (wj , respectively) in the collection.
In [30], the term-to-term correlation factor was replaced by a
fuzzy similarity, which is defined as follows:
⎧
⎨ 1.0, if wi = wj
Fi,j = 0.5, if wi = synset(wj )
⎩
0.0, otherwise.
The synset of the word wi was extracted by using WordNet
semantic web database [141]. Then, the degree of similarity of
two sentences is the extent to which sentences are matched. To
obtain the degree of similarity between two sentences Si and
Sj , we first compute the word–sentence correlation factor μi,j
of wi in Si with all words in Sj , which measures the degree of
similarity between wi and (all the words in) Sj , as follows [16]:

μi,j = 1 −
(1 − Fi,k )
w k ∈S j

where wk is every word in Sj , and Fi,k is the correlation factor
between wi and wk .
Based on the μ-value of each word in a sentence Si , which
is computed against sentence Sj , the degree of similarity of Si
with respect to Sj can be defined as follows [16]:
(μ1,j + μ2,j + · · · + μn ,j )
n
where wk (1 ≤ k ≤ n) is a word in Si , and n is the total number
of words in Si . Sim(Si ,Sj ) is a normalized value. Likewise,
Sim(Sj ,Si ), which is the degree of similarity of Sj with respect
to Si , is defined accordingly.
Using the equation as defined earlier, two sentences Si and
Sj should be treated the same, i.e., equal (EQ), according to the
following equation [16]:
⎧
⎨ 1 if min(Sim(Si , Sj ), Sim(Sj , Si )) ≥ p∧
|Sim(Si , Sj ) − Sim(Sj , Si )| ≤ v
EQ(Si , Sj ) =
⎩
0, otherwise
Sim(Si , Sj ) =

where p, which is the permission threshold value, was set to
0.825, whereas v, which is the variation threshold value, was
set to 0.15 [16]. Permission threshold is the minimal similarity
between any two sentences Si and Sj , which is used partially to
determine whether Si and Sj should be treated as equal (EQ).
On the other hand, variation threshold value is used to decrease
false positives (statements that are treated as equal but they are
not) and false negatives (statements that are equal but treated as
different) [16].
Subsequent to the previous work, Koberstein and Ng [17]
developed a reliable tool by using fuzzy IR approach to determine the degree of similarity between any two web documents
and clustering web documents with similar, but not necessarily
the same, content. In addition, Alzahrani and Salim [18], [19]
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adapted the fuzzy IR model for use with Arabic scripts by using a plagiarism corpus of 4477 source statements and 303
query/suspicious statements. Experimental results showed that
fuzzy IR can find to what extent two Arabic statements are
similar or dissimilar.
6) Structural-Based Methods: It is worth noting that all
the aforementioned methods use flat features representation.
In fact, flat feature representations use lexical, syntactic, and
semantic features of the text in the document, but do not take
into account contextual similarity, which are based on the ways
the words are used throughout the document, i.e., sections
and paragraphs. Moreover, until now, most document models
incorporate only term frequency and do not include such
contextual information. Tree-structured features representation
is a rich data characterization, and ML-SOM are very effective
in handling such contextual information [134], [142]. Chow
and Rahman [29] made a quantum leap to use block-specific
tree-structured representation and to utilize ML-SOM for plagiarism detection. The top layer performs document clustering
and candidate retrieval, and the bottom layer plays an important
role in detecting similar, potentially plagiarized, paragraphs by
using Cosine similarity coefficient.
7) Stylometric-Based Methods: Based on stylometric features, formulas can be constructed to quantify the characteristics of the writing style. Research on intrinsic plagiarism
detection [32]–[35] has focused on quantifying the trend (or
complexity) of style that a document has. Style-quantifying
formulas can be classified according to their intention: writerspecific and reader-specific [33]. Writer-specific formulas aim
to quantify the author’s vocabulary richness and style complexity. Reader-specific formulas aim to grade the level that
is required to understand a text. Recent research areas include
outlier analysis, metalearning, and symbolic knowledge processing, i.e., knowledge representation, deduction, and heuristic
inference [23]. Stamatatos [22], and Stein et al. [23] excellently
reviewed the state-of-the-art stylometric-based methods until
2009 and 2010, respectively, and many details can be found
within.
8) Methods for Cross-Lingual Plagiarism Detection: Detailed analysis methods of cross-language plagiarism detection
were surveyed in [31]. Cross-lingual methods are based on the
measurement of the similarity between sections of the suspicious document dq and sections of the candidate document
in dx based on cross-language text features. Methods include
1) cross-lingual syntax-based methods, which use character ngrams features for languages that are syntactically similar, such
as European languages [31]; 2) cross-lingual dictionary-based
methods [38]; 3) cross-lingual semantic-based methods, which
use comparable or alignment corpora that exploits the vocabulary correlations [31], [37]; and 4) statistics-based methods [36].
VI. PLAGIARISM TYPES, FEATURES AND METHODS: WHICH
METHOD DETECTS WHICH PLAGIARISM?
The taxonomy of plagiarism (see Fig. 2) illustrates different
types of plagiarism on the basis of the way the offender (purposely) changes the plagiarized text. Plagiarism is categorized
into literal plagiarism (refers to copying the text nearly as it is)
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and intelligent plagiarism (refers to illegal practices of changing
texts to hide the offence including restructuring, paraphrasing,
summarizing, and translating). Adoption of (embracing as your
own) ideas of other is a type of intelligent plagiarism, where
a plagiarist deliberately 1) chooses texts that convey creative
ideas, contributions, results, findings, and methods of solving
problems; 2) obfuscates how these ideas were written; and 3)
embeds them within another work without giving credit to the
source of ideas. We categorize idea plagiarism, based on its
occurrence within the document, into three levels: the lowest is
the semantic-based meaning at the paragraph (or sentence) level,
the intermediate is the section-based importance at the section
level, and the top (or holistic) is the context-based adaptation,
which is based on ideas structure in the document.
Textual features are essential to capture different types of
plagiarism. Implementing rich feature structures should lead
to the detection of more types of plagiarism, if a proper
method and similarity measure are used as well. Flat-feature
extraction includes lexical, syntactic, and semantic features,
but does not account contextual information of the document.
Structural-feature (or tree-feature) extraction, on the other hand,
takes into account the way words are distributed throughout
the document. We categorize structural features into blockspecific [21], [29], which encodes the document as hierarchical blocks (document-page-paragraph or document-paragraphsentence), and content-specific, which encodes the content
as semantic-related structure (document-section-paragraph or
class-concept-chunk). The latter, combined with flat features, is
suitable to capture a document’s semantics and get the gist of
its concepts. Besides, we can drill down or roll up through the
tree representation to detect more plagiarism patterns.
Many plagiarism detection methods focus on copying text
with/without minor modification of the words and grammar. In
fact, most of the existing systems fail to detect plagiarism by
paraphrasing the text, by summarizing the text but retaining the
same idea, or by stealing ideas and contributions of others. This
is why most of the current methods do not account the overlap
when a plagiarized text is presented in different words. Table VI
compares and contrasts differences between various techniques
in detecting different types of plagiarism, which are stated in
the taxonomy (see Fig. 2).
To illustrate, we discuss the reliability and efficiency, in general, with pointing out some pros and cons of each method.
CNG and VEC methods [1]–[11] are performed by dividing
documents into small nontopical blocks, such as words or characters n-grams. SYN methods [6], [12] are based on decomposing documents into statements and extracting POS features.
Plagiarism detection process in CNG, VEC, and SYN is sped
up but at the expense of losing semantic information. Therefore,
they are unable types other than literal plagiarism.
On the other hand, SEM [14], [15] and FUZZY [16]–[19]
methods incorporate different semantic features, thesaurus dictionaries, and lexical databases, such as WordNet. They are more
reliable than earlier methods because they can detect plagiarism
by rewording the words and rephrasing the content. However,
the SEM and FUZZY approaches seem to have received less
attention in plagiarism detection research due to the challenge

of representing semantics and the time complexity of representative algorithms, which make them inefficient and impractical
for real-world tools.
STYLE [22], [23], [32]–[35] methods are meant to analyze
the writing style and suspect plagiarism within a document,
in the absence of using a source collection for comparison.
Changes and variations in the writing style may indicate that the
text is copied (or nearly copied) from another author. However,
an evidence of plagiarism (i.e., providing the source document)
is crucial to a human investigator, a disadvantage of STYLE
methods.
Unlike earlier methods, STRUC methods [21], [29] use contextual information (i.e., topical blocks, sections, and paragraphs), which carries different importance of text, and characterizes different ideas distributed throughout the document.
STRCU integrated with VEC methods have been used to detect copy-and-paste plagiarism [21], [29], but further research
should be carried out to investigate the advantages of relating
STRUC with SEM and FUZZY methods for idea plagiarism
detection.
VII. CONCLUSION
Current antiplagiarism tools for educational institutions, academicians, and publishers “can pinpoint only word-for-word
plagiarism and only some instances of it” [65] and do not cater
adopting ideas of others [65]. In fact, idea plagiarism is awfully
more successful in the academic world than other types because
academicians may not have sufficient time to track their own
ideas, and publishers may not be well-equipped to check where
the contributions and results come from [73]. As plagiarists become increasingly more sophisticated, idea plagiarism is a key
academic problem and should be addressed in future research.
We suggest that the SEM and FUZZY methods are proper to
detect semantic-based meaning idea plagiarism at the paragraph
level, e.g., when the idea is summarized and presented in different words. We also propose the use of structural features and
contextual information with efficient STRUC-based methods to
detect section-based importance and context-based adaptation
idea plagiarism.
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